Schnitt-Griffy HS 950
A new generation of professional

cutting and clearing tools
providing maximum safety in one work step!
The Schnitt-Griffy
attached to a CAT 316C mobile excavator.
Protected from rain and frost, the excavator's driver
can process the wood in a convenient manner.
Thanks to its double pair of grippers, our latest HS
950 model provides an even greater level of safety
during operation.
Our HS 950 Schnitt-Griffy comes standard with a
swivel unit. The pivoting angle of 2 x 70° makes it
possible to cut off branches with even greater
accuracy. The machine also allows you to deposit
the cut wood next to the excavator, for example, by
the side of the road. This way, the cut wood can be
picked up more easily by a wood chopper.

Technical Specifications
L x W x H: 2,200 x 1,000 x 1,250 mm
Weight without attachment: approx.
1075 kg
Opening width: approx. 660 mm
Cutting performance: alder approx.
380 mm, oak approx. 280 mm
Pivoting angle: ca. 2 x 70°
Torque: at 70°: 15 kNm, at 35°: 18 kNm,
at 0°: 23 kNm
Connection main working circuit:
1 x double-action, pressure 300 bar,
oil flow 100 to 160 l/min

The device can be used for a wide variety of
applications: on the road, by the side of rivers, in the
forest, for landscaping and landscape conservation,
for Common Osiers (willow trees), on railways, for
overland power lines, and much more.
The timbers are inevitably embraced by two crossing
knives and held securely during cutting by the 5
gripper arms. This will allow you to deposit the cut
wood exactly where you want it to be.
Cross section

(Primary and secondary safety switch necessary!)

Connection swivel unit:
1 x double-action, pressure 200 bar,
oil flow 20 to 40 l/min
(Primary and secondary safety switch necessary!)

Recommended excavator size:
Fifteen tons or greater
Minimum lifting capacity (mass):
2.5 tons
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